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L INTRODUCTION 
1 a Introduction 
In this report, criteria and recommendations are given fpr the structural 
design of reinforced concrete box culvertso This volume constitufes PartU of the Hnal 
report on the project uDevelopment of Design Criteria for Reinforced Concrete Box CulvertsUo 
Part I! issued in September 1958 (l )*" contained a description of the experimental work upon 
which most of the material appearing here is basedo For ready reference£l a brief summary of 
the contents of Part I is given in the following paragraphso 
The results of 57 tests of simply-supported beams and 24 tests of frame members 
are described, discussed/1and correlated in Portio The main object of the tests was to study 
the behavior and strength in shear of reinforced concrete members under various loading 
conditions, with special emphasis placed on the cases of uniform and axial loads. Eight of 
the beams were tested by the Ohio River Division laboratories (ORDl), in order to study the 
flexural strength of beam members under axial load and bendingo The ultimate obiecHve of 
the test program was to obtain information leading to more rational criteria for the design of 
reinforced concrete box culverts. 
The maior variables investigated were~ type of loading {symmetrical concen-
trated loads, uniform loadsu and axi ar loads}o concrete strength (from 2500 to 6600 PSi)£l post-
tive and negative steel ratios {from 0067 to 3.36 percent)u and ratio of simply-supported span 
length to effective depth (from 302 to 1505). All members had essentially the same cross-
sectional dimensionsu 6- by 12-ino 
*Numbers in parentheses refer to entries in the list of references at the end of this volume. 
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Two major modes of failure were observed: (0) flexural failures, ductiie type 
failures resulting from excessive bending stresses; and (b) shear fczilures, brittle type failures 
resulting from a combination of bending and shearing stresses, and occurring at or after the 
formation of a major inclined tension crack. The shear failures were further subdivided into 
di agonal tension fai I ures, where the member collapses wi th the formation of the fi rst i ncl i ned 
tension crack, and shear-compression fai lures, where the member is able to carry ioed after 
i'he formation of the first major inclined crack. The load at which this crack formed was 
denoted as the cracki ng load, and is consi dered as the maxi mum usefu f shear capad ty. 
The effect of web reinforcement was also investigated" and it wds found that the 
presence of web reinforcement improved the general behavior of the members after the 
cracking load was reached. Since no differences were found for the members with and with-
out web reinforcement before the cracking load was reached; since the cracking load was 
considered as the practi cal Ii mit for the shear strength of the members; and si nce the 
practicality of using web reinforcement in culverts is questionable, the studies of web 
reinforcement for reinforced concrete box culverts were not pursued beyond three explora-
tory tests. 
An empirical expression was found by means of which the cracking load could 
be predicted. This i8xpression represented the test results with a reasonable degree of accuracy. 
The established expressions for the flexural strength of members under bending 
alone were extended to take into account the presence of relatively small axial loads, and 
these extrapolations were satisfactori Iy checked against the results of tests of members that 
failed in flexure. 
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2. Obiect and Scope 
The obiect of this report is to provide recommendations for the design of rein-
forced concrete box culverts under high fi 115. However, due to the general character of the 
assumptions, and within the limitations imposed by the experimental background, these 
recommendations can be extended to structures other than culverts" 
In general, the members of a well designed structure must be proportioned in such 
a manner that the following two conditions are satisfied: 
(i) Strength requirement --The structure must have sufficient strength to resist the 
normal service loads with an adequate factor of safety to provide for overloads, uncertainties 
in the calculation of service loads, moments, shears, etc., and uncertainties in the estimation 
of material properties and ultimate strength of the members. 
(ii) Deformation requirsment--Neither excessive deformation nor excessive 
cracking should occur under normal servi ce loads and expected overloads. 
The design of a structurE to satisfy these conditions is always a trial and error 
procedure. The dimensions and Flechanical properties of the structure must be assumed first; 
then, based on these assumptions, service loads and the corresponding moments and shears must 
be determined. Next, the quantities such as load, moment, shear, etc., at which the structure 
ceases to fulfi /I its function satisfactori Iy, must be obtained. Comparing the values of these 
limiting quantities with their corresponding values at service conditions, it can be determined 
whether the assumed structure complies with requirements (i) and (ii) above. if these two 
requirements are not satisfied, the initial assumptions regarding the geometry and/or other 
characteristics of the structure must be revised, and the procedure repeated until a satisfactory 
design is obtained. 
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Procedures are presented in this report for the design of reinforced concrete box 
culverts under high fi 115. For this type of structure, if an adequate factor of safety is provided, 
requi rements (i) and (ii) wi II both be satisfied. 
For the particular case of reinforced concrete box culverts under high fi lis, the 
service loads are relatively simple to evaluate, and no attempt is made in this report to 
recommend specific values. Also, since the culverts are assumed to be under high fillsi through-
out this report both vertical and lateral loads are taken as uniformly distributed. 
Since the loads are taken as uniformly distributed along the length of a culvert, 
the design of a culvert is reduced to the design of a slice of nominal width. This slice can be 
considered as a closed rectangular frame under uniform load on all four sides. A generai 
method is presented in this report for the computation of elastic moments and shears in such a 
frame. This method is basicai Iy one of moment distribution for members with portions that can 
be considered as having infinite stiffness. This approach permits taking into account the 
presence of haunches in a direct manner. 
The members of a culvert section are subject to different combinations of moment, 
shear, and axial load. The two major modes of failure possible in the members of a culvert 
section are flexure and shear. Of these two modes of fai lure, the most undesirable is that due 
to shear because of its bri ttl e character. It is therefore necessary to proportion the members 
of a culvert section so that an adequate factor of safety is provided against both flexural and 
shear fai I ures. As stated previousl y, for the case of cu I verts, both the strength requ i rement (i), 
and ~'~'le deformation requi rement (ii), are satisfi ed by providi ng adequate factors of safety. 
Expressions are offered in this report to compute the flexural and shear capacities of reinforced 
concrete box culvert sections; and factors of safety in shear and flexure are recommended. 
This volume also includes recommendations for the pIecing and spacing of 
reinforcement in culverts, based chiefly on the experience obtah""'.ed from the testing of 
concrete members. 
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Finally, the most important expressions offered are solved graphically to facilitate 
desi gn, and are given in three appendi xes. 
3. Outl ine of Report 
This volume is divided into four chapters and three appendixes. 
The bases for the calculation of moments and shears in culverts, and in similar 
structures having members with portions that can be considered infinitely stiff, a re given in 
Chapter U. Expressions are also given for the moments at midspan and column face sections 
of rectangular one-celled reinforced concrete box culverts. 
Chapter III deals with the basic strength characteristics in shear and flexure, the 
limitations of the expressions presented, and the recommended factors of safety. 
The applications of the above criteria to the specific design of one-celled rein-
forced concrete box culverts, with recoumendations for allowable bond stresses and for placing 
and spacing of reinforcement are given in Chapter IV. 
Finally, design aids are presented in three appendixes. Appendix A contains 
charts for midspan and column face moments in one-celled rectangular reinforced concrete 
box culverts having a wide range of dimensions l for two ratios of lateral to vertical load, 
1/3 and 1/2; Appendix B contains interaction diagrams for yield and ultimate capacities in 
flexure; and AppendixC contains charts for cracking load capacities of members. 
4. Acknowledgments 
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of reinforced concrele box culvert£ conducted in the Structural Research laboratory of the 
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5. Notation 
The following symbols have been used in this report: 
Distances 
b 
d 
h 
f 
f! 
I 
o 
x 
x 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
width of member, or of nominal culvert slice 
effective depth of tensile reinforcement 
total depth of concrete member 
clear span length, or effective clear span between infinitely 
stj ff portions 
span between points of contraflexure 
overall span in the vertical direction' for a one-celled reinforced 
concrete box cu I vert section (see Fi g. 7) 
overall span in the horizontal direction for a one-celled reinforced 
concrete box culvert section (see Fig. 7) 
sum ()f peri meters of bars 
distance from the centroid of the l/EJ diagram to the point along 
a beam where a moment is being computed, positive if on the same 
si de of the centroi d asG 
distance from the centroid of the liE I diagram to the centroid of 
application of angle changes; always positive 
Forces 
Moments 
w 
w 
c 
N 
N 
a 
v pc 
m 
= uniformly distributed load; or service vertical load per unit of 
length on a nominal culvert slico 
= vertical load per unit of length on a nominal culvert slice at 
cracking load 
::: axial load on section corresponding to either M, or M r or M , 
and consistent wi th stat; cs u y 
= axial load capacity when no bending is present 
= axial load capacity for a balanced section 
= axial load in the horizontal member of a one-celled reinforced 
concrete box culvert section at service load 
= axial load in the vertical member of a one-celled reinforced 
concrete box culvert section at service load 
::: shear at the point of contraflexure at cracking load 
:=if moment produced by an angle change 
::: moments produced at points A and D, respectively, by unit 
ang I e changes 
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::: fixed-end moments at points A and D, respectivelx- for members 
with infinitely stiff portions 
moments af column face and midspan sections, respectively, in 
the hod zontal member of a one-celled reinforced concrete box 
culvert section without haunches 
moments at column face and midspan sections, respectively, in 
the vertical member of a one-celled reinforced concrete box 
culvert section without haunches 
moments at the end of the effective clear span and at midspan 
section, respectively, in the horizontal member of a one-celled 
culvert section with identical haunches at all corners 
Stresses 
Areas 
M 
u 
M 
o 
M y 
M yo 
E 
f 
Y 
P 
c 
v pc 
a 
A g 
A 
s 
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;::: moments at the end of the effective clear span, and at midspan 
section, respectively, in the vertical member of a one-celled 
culvert section with identical haunches at all corners 
;::: ultimate moment in a section fai ling in flexure 
== ultimate moment in a section when no axial load is present 
= resisting moment of a section at first yielding of the tension 
rei nforcement 
;::: -resisting moment of a section at first yielding of the tension 
reinforcement when no axial load is present 
;::: ultimate resisting moment of a balanced section 
== Young'as modulus of elasticity 
== yield point stress of tensile reinforcement 
==concrete compressive strength obtained from 6- by 12 .... ,in. control 
cylinders 
== 8V /7bd == nominal unit shearing stress at first inclined tension 
pc cracking at the point of contraflexure 
== area of the liEf diagram 
== bh:;:: gross area. of concrete members 
== pbd= area of tensile reinforcement in a section 
= area of compressive reinforcement 
=A + A' = total steel area in a section 
s s 
,.. • an.. r n ~. \"'onsranrs, t'aramerers, ana KorlOS 
;::: ratio of length of haunch in the horizontal direction to thickness of 
vertical member in a one-celled culvert section with identical 
haunches at a! I corners (see Fig. 6) 
a 
v 
'a 
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= ratio of length of haunch in the vertical direction to thickness of 
horizontal member in a one-celled culvert section with identical 
hdunches at all corners (see Fig. 6) 
= distribution factor for the horizontal member in a one-eel led box 
culvert section without haunches 
distribution factor for the horizontal member in a one-celled box 
culvert section wi th haunches 
~I ~l' ~2 = ratios of infinitely stiff portions to effective clear span 
CAD = 
CDA = 
C = 
c = 
c 1 = 
c2 = 
c3 = 
c h = 
c = 
v 
e = 
u 
e = y 
I = 
carry-over factor from end A to end D of a beam 
carry-over factor from end D to end A of a beam 
carry-over factor in a beam where symmetry in geometry exists 
ratio of horizontal to vertical unit load in a box culvert section 
ratio of verti cal to hod zontal cI ear span ina one-ce lied cu I vert 
section wi thout haunches, or ratio of verti cal to hori zontal 
effective clear spans in a one-celled culvert section with identical 
haunches at all corners 
ratio of thickness of vertical member to horizontal cIear span, or as 
given by equation (25) 
ratio of thi ckness of hod zontal member to hori zontal clear span, or 
as given by equation (26) 
ratio of thickness of horizontal member at midspan to horizontal 
effective clear span for a one-celled culvert section with identical 
haunches at all corners (see Fig. 6) 
ratio of thickness of vertical member to horizontal effective clear 
span for a one-celled culvert section with identical haunches at all 
corners 
crushing strain of concrete 
yieJd point strain of tensile reinforcement 
moment of inertia of a section 
r 
I 
v 
n 
v 
p 
q 
= moment of i nerti a of the 1 /E I diagram of a beam about i"he 
centroidal axia perpendicular to the main axis of the beam 
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= moment of inertia of the midspan section of the horizontal member 
of a one-celled culvert section with and without haunches 
= moment of inertia of the midspan section of the vertical member of 
a one-celled culvert section with and without haunches 
= ratio of lever arm of internal resisting couple at yield capacity to 
effective depth in a section where no axial load is present 
= 
= 
ratio of area of concrete stress block to area of enclosing rectangle 
fraction of the depth of the compressive zone which determines the 
position of the compressive force in the concr:ete 
ratio of maximum compressive stress in concref"e at failure to cylinder 
"' .... ..", ... ,.. .. 1-. 
-aJ.I~I'~DII 
= 1 - h/2d = ratio of di stance from tensi I e stee I to mid-depth of mem-
ber to effective depth, d 
= ratio of positive moment to total moment between column face 
sections, or between ends of effective clear spans 
::::: ratio of maximum depth of haunch to depth at midspan in a haunched 
member (see Fig. 2) 
= ratio of depth of haunch at the end of the effective clear span to 
depth at midspan (see Fig. 2) 
- ratio of depth of haunch in the hod zan tal member at the end of the 
effective clear span to depth of horizontal member at midspan for CI 
one-celled culvert section with identical haunches at all corners 
(see Fig. 6) 
= ratio of depth of haunch in the vertical member at the end of the 
effective clear span to depth of vertical member at midspan for a 
one-celled culvert section with identical haunches at all corners 
(see Fig. 6) 
= As/bd 
= pf /P y c 
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qcr = pf If' for a balanced section y c 
SA = stj ffness factor at end A of a beam 
SD = stj ffness factor at end D of a beam 
S = stiffness factor in a beam where conditions of symmetry in geometry 
exist 
S = modified stiffness factor in a beam where conditions of symmetry 
s in geometry and in loadi ng ex; st 
9 = angle change, or sum of angle changes in a qeam 
SF = factor of safety in shear as defi ned by equations (43) 
s 
IL CALCULATION Of ELASTIC MOMENTS AND SHEARS IN CULVERTS 
6. Introduction 
The general procedure given in this chapter for the computation of elastic moments 
and shears is basically IImoment distribution". It was applied by Laupa in an earlier report (:~) 
to obtain the elastic moments at midspan and column face sections in a square one-celled 
reinforced concrete box culvert section with vertical and horizontal members of equal thicknf3ss. 
In this chapter, the procedure is explained in greater detail for more general applications, and 
specific equations qre derived for moments at midspan and column face sections of rectangular 
reinforced concrel"e box culvert sections with horizontal and vertical members of different 
thi cknesses. 
In the ordinary procedures for computation of moments and shears, the members 
of a structure are idealized, and taken as if they were concentrated at their centerlines. The 
increased stj ffness of the members near and at the joi nts is not taken into account. From the 
face of the support or column to the intersection of the centerlines of two members, the mem-
bers are effecti ve I y very much deeper than they are throughout the c I ear span. The stj ffness 
is proportional to the moment of inertia, that is, to some power of the depth larger than two. 
Therefore, for all practical purposes, the members can be considered as being infinitely stiff 
in those portions where they are deeper. This assumption usually results in more realistic 
moments than that of uniform stiffness throughout. 
In the same manner, if a haunch or fillet is present, its real effect is to reduce 
the effective clear span of the member. Various approximate rules have been developed to 
take haunching into account; in these procedures, some length at the end of the member is 
considered to be infinitely stiff, and the remaining length of the member is assumed to have Cl 
stiffness corresponding to that at midspanfl Two such rules are given in this chapter. 
12 
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Moment distribution is discussed here only as it affects members with infinitely 
stiff portions. For a more basic treatment the reader is referred to the original work of 
Cross (3). 
7,. Moment Distribution for Members with infinitely Stiff Portions 
{a} Determinat.ion of Infinitely stiff portions 
Consider the members shown in figs. lJ a and lb. it can be seen that the effective 
depth and sti ffness increases sharply towards the center! i nes of the verti cal members. In order 
to compute moments and shears in members such as those shown in the figures it is usually 
desirable to assume some length at each end to be infinitely stiff, while the remaining portion 
has a uniform stiffness equal to that of the midspan section. 
For members like that shown in Fig. 10, where the section is deepened abruptly 
at the column face, there is no doubt as to what portion of the horizontal member can be con·-
sidered as infinitely stiff. However, if the member has haunches or fi Ilets as in Fig. lb, the 
infinitely stiff portion of the member is not so clearly defined. Two rules are given in the 
following paragraphs for the determination of this infinitely stiff portion. The rules define 
explicitly the portion of the span that can be considered of uniform stiffness, denoted herein 
as the "effective ll clear span and shown as (in Fig. 1-
The members of Figs. ~a and 'ijb can then be represented for purposes of analysis by 
the idealized member or bar shown in Fig. 1 Co This member has a length at each end, ~1 f 
and ~2f, 07:' i nH"e stiffness, and the remaining portion of the member is assumed to have a 
constant stiffness corresponding to that at midspan. 
The most common rule to determine a suitable value for the lIeffective fi clear span 
of haunched beams is that given by Cross (3). The rule is, in words" that the clear span may 
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be taken as the length between the points at which the depth of the member is one-third 
greater than the depth at midspan. With reference to Fig. 2 the rule may be stated as 
1 
n =-2 3 
A more elaborate rule is that suggested by Newmark. Referring again to Fig. 2, 
for val ues of n 1 between zero and un i ty, the ratio of n2 to n 1 can be taken as: 
= 
and for values of n1 larger than unity, the-value of n2 can be taken as one-half. 
For ready reference both rules are summarized in Fig. 2. 
Undoubtedly, some error is introduced in the fixed-end moments by the use of these 
approximate rules. However, they simplify greatly the treatment of haunched members, and it 
is believed that the error is never very large for haunches of ordinary sizes. 
(b) Fixed-end Moments 
The method for obtaining fixed-end moments can be described most readily by an 
example. Consider the uniformly loaded member shown in Fig. 3a, for which the portions 
AB and CD, of lengths ~1 { and ~2f, respectively, are infinitely stiff. The "effective" c/ecfr 
span Be has a length f. The fixed=endmoments at points A andD are required. 
In order to obtain the fixed-end moments at points A and D, the fixed-end moments 
(FEM), and shears at the ends of the effective clear span f are obtained first, in this case: 
2 
FEM at B = FEM at C =vy( 12 
Shear at B = Shear at C =: wi 
-2-
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Next, from free-body diagrams of the infinitely stiff portions AS and CD, as shown 
in Fig. 3b j the FEM otA andD are obtained by statics: 
If th~ infinitely stiff portions have equal lengths, then ~1 = ~2 = ~, and 
2 
MA = MD = ~~ (1 + 6~ + 6~2) 
It may be noted that the FEM given by equation (3) are always somewhat larger 
than the moments that wou I d be obtai ned if the member were considered of uniform sti ffness 
from A to D. For this case, ~1 = ~2 = ~, the FEM are: 
_ _ w (2 2 _ wl(2 2 
MA -MO - 12 (1 + 2~)- 12 (1 + 4~ + 4~ ) 
(c) Sti ffness and Carry-over Factors 
Consider again the beam with infinitely stiff portions AB and CD of lengths 
~1( and ~2f I respectively, as shown in Fig. 4ao The 1 lEI-diagram is shown in Fig- 4b. Both 
stiffness and carry-over factors are easily obtained by the column analogy. 
Referring to Fig. 40, if end D is fixed against rotation, and a unit rotation is 
applied at A, the resulting moment at Ais by definition the stiffness of the member at A, and 
the ratio of the moment at 0 to the moment at A is by definition the carry-over factor from 
A to D. 
(1 ) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
in which: 
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The general column analogy for a beam, in terms of angle changes, is as follows: 
m _ r9 +xL9~ 
a T 
m = moment produced by an angle change 
9 = angle change 
a = area of the 1 lEI diagram 
x = distance from the centroid of the 1 lEI-diagram to the centroid 
of application of angle changes, always positive 
x = distance from the centroid of the l/EI-dipgram to the point almig 
the beam where the moment is being computed; positive if on the 
same side of the centroid as 9 
I = moment of inertia of the 1 lEI-diagram about its centroidal axis 
perpendicular to the main axis of the beam 
Using the l/EI .... diagram shown in Fig .. 4b, and applying a unit angle change 
(rotation) at poi nt A, the parameters of equation (5) become: 
r9 = 1 
a = fiEI 
rQ~= x= (0.5 + ~1) 
.... t 
J = 12EJ 
and the moment at A is then by definition the stiffness at A, SA: 
In order to compute the carry-over factor from A to D I the moment at 0 due to a 
unit rotation at A must be computed, and the carry-over factor is then the ratio mD/m A. 
(5) 
(6) 
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The moment ,of 0 is computed also by means of equation (5)i all the terms are the same as 
for the computation of mA, except for the distance x to point Di x =- K (0.5 + ~2)' The 
moment of Dis then: 
EI 
mO = 7 [1 - 12(0,,5 + ~l) (0.5 + ~2)] 
Oenoti ng the carry-over factor from A to 0 as CAD: 
_ mO _ 1-12(0.5 + ~1) (0.5 + ~2) 
C -- - 2 
"AD mA 1 + 12(0.5 + ~1) 
In a similar manner, the stiffness at 0 and the carry-over factor from D to A 
are obtained by assuming a unit angle change at 0: 
SD = ~ [1 + 12(0.5 + ~i] 
- 12(0.5 + ~1 (0.5 + ~2) 
CDA = 2 1 + ]2(0.5 + ~2) 
(d) Stiffness and Carry-over Factors when Conditions of Symmetry Exist 
(i) If symmetry in geometry exists, stiffnesses and carry-over factors are 
equal at both ends of the beam, that is, SA = S8 =S, ande AD = COA = C. Substituting 
~ = ~1 = ~2 in equations (6) and (7): 
S = i t 1 + 12(0.5 + ~)21 
c = 1 - 12(0.5 + ~)2 
1 + ] 2(0.5 + ~)2 
It can be seen that the same result would have been obtained by substituting ~ = ~1 =~2 
in equations (8) and (9): 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(1 ] ) 
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(ii) If the beam is symmetrical in both geometry and loading conditions, 
the general column analogy equation reduces to: 
I9 
m =-
a 
(12) 
Placing unit angle changes at both ends of the beam ([9 = 2)" the modified stiff-
ness for the symmetrical case is obtained: 
s = 2EJ 
s7 
If advantage is taken of symmetry by using equation (13) for the stiffness, only 
one hal f the beam need be consi dered, si nce moments, shears; and deformations have then the 
same respective values at both ends. 
8. Elastic Moments in One-Celled Reinforced Concrete Box Culverts 
(a) Curverts Without Haunches 
The expressions for elastic moments derived in this subsection are based on the 
following assumptions: 
(I) The corners of the culverts are considered to be infinitely stiff--As 
mentioned before, it is believed that this assumption results in more realistic moments than 
that of uniform stiffness between the intersections of the centerlines of the members. 
(it) The culvert sections are considered to be acted upon by uniformly 
distributed loads on all four si des--This is a good assumption for vertical load; however, for 
lateral load, it is approximately correct only for culverts under deep fills. 
(iii) The members have uniform stiffness between column face sectionso 
(iv) The moments of inertia are di rectly proportional to the cube of the 
thi ckness of the members" 
(13) 
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A culvert section is shown in Figo 50" for a given vertical load! w, and hori-
zontal clear span, t the external dimensions and loading can be defined in terms of four 
Fixed-end moments and shears at a corner are shown in the free body diagram, 
Fig .. 5b.. Since both vertical and horizontal members are symmetrical in geometry and loading 
about their midspan sections, only one corner of the culvert section need be considered, pro-
vided the proper values for the modified stiffness factors given by equation (13) are used. 
fixed-end moments at the intersection of the centerlines are obtained by taking 
moments about point A in. fig .. 5bo All four portionsu AB, AC If ADO' and Af are considered 
separately in computing these moments, as follows: 
fixed-end moments at A (clockwise moments positive): 
Hod zontal member 
Vertical member 
• _w (2 w (c2f w c 2f 2 
_MomentlnAf --1'Z-+Y 2"" +2"7> 
w c2f 2 
Moment in.AD =- 2 (T) 
2 2 
cwcll 
Momentin AC = 12 
Moment in AC = 
C ( ~(~2 
2 2 
The unbalanced moment at A is the sum of the four moments listed above: 
This moment must now be distributed between vertical and horizontal members 
in proportion to their stiffnesses" Denoting 'h and Iv as the moments of inertia of the hori-
zontal and vertical members, respectivelyu the distribution factors are: 
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Ih/( 
a - -..,.,...,,-=::--.,.--""='" 
- Ihl K + Iv/clf 
Iv/clf 
Vertical member: -0 
Assumi ng the moments of i nerti a to be proportional to the cube of the respective 
th i cknesses, the distri button factors bec~me: 
Horizontal member, (14) 
Vertical member: (1 ~) 
Multiplying the unbalanced moment by the corresponding distribution factors for 
the horizontal and vertical member, subtracting the moments thus obtained from the fixed-end 
moments of portions AF and AS, respectively, and taking w (2/24 as common factor, the final 
hal anced moments at A are: 
Horizontql member 
\ 
wf2 2 
Moment in,Af= 24 [2 + 6c2 + 3c2 ,- 2a(1 + 3c2 -
2 
Moment in. AD :=~i (- 3c~) 
Vertical member. 
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. 2 
Moment in AS = w2~ (3cc~) 
It can be seen that the sum oftna above moments is zero. 
The moments at midspan and column face sections can now be obtained by 
statics from the balanced moments atA shown above. For convenience, the sign convention 
is chcrnged to make the moments positive if they cause tension on the inner face of the cul-
vert section. 
Regrouping the terms, the following are the expressions for the moments: 
Hod zontal",~mber 
Column Face 
Midspan 
V ~:ftical~m\ember 
Co I umn. face 
_. w(2 2 . . 2 ] Mvr -- 12[cc1 + (1 -a) (1 + 3c2 - eC l - 3cc,c3) 
Midspan 2 2 
.cwc1 f My2':;: 8 + Myl 
The terms or and (1 - alare given by equations (4) and (15) .. 
Moment coefficients in .the form MH1/w f2, M'Hlw f2, Mvlw f2, and 
2 My2/w ( have been obtained from equations (16) through (19), for a very wide range of 
the variables involved, by using thellUAC electronic digital computer at the University of 
Illinois. As designaJdsl! charts of elastic moment coefficients are presented at the end of this 
volume in. AppendixA .. The following values of the yqriables are covered by the charts: 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
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c = 1/3 and 1/2 
from 0.06 to 0 .. 24 
(b) Culverts With·ldentical Haunches at aU Corners 
One corner of a haunchedculvert section is shown in fig .. 6a, and a free-body 
diagram of the infinitely stiff portions at corner Ais shown in Fig~ 6bo The haunches are 
assumed to be the same at all four corners. 
The "effective" clear spans of the members can be determined by either of the 
rules given in Section 7(0) .. They are denoted by f and c1 f, respectively, for the horizontal 
and vertical members, as shown in Figc 6a. The inclination of the haunch is defined by the 
two dimensionless constants a
v 
and ah, and the depths of the haunches at the ends of the 
effective clear spans are given in terms of nh and nv in Figo 6ao 
In order to have the notation as similar as possible to that for a culvert section 
without haunches, the lengths of the infinItery stiff portions between the intersection of the 
centerHnes of the members and the ends of the effective clear spans are denoted c2 f/2and 
c3(/2u respectivelyu for the vertical and horizontal membersg as showninfigso 60 and6b. 
The thicknesses of the members at the midspan section are now denoted as c h f for the hori-
zontal member and c( for the vertical membero It mus t be emphasized that the quantity i, 
v 
refers now to the effect} ve d ear span. in the hod zontal direction, and thqt all constants, c l ' 
c2' c3' ch' andc v' are in terms of this effective clear span. 
The assumptions made for the computation of moments in a haunched culvert 
section are the same as those made for the section without haunches, except as follows: 
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(i) The members have a uniform stiffness throughout their efifective clear spanSi 
the remaining portions are infinitely stiff. 
(Ii) The stiffness is proportional to the cube of the thickness of the members at 
their respective midspan sections. 
The critical moments are now computed at the ends of the effective clearspans1 
and at the midspan sections. Once the portions to be considered as infinitely stiff are de-
termined, the procedure for computing the moments is exactly the same as that for the sections 
without haunches. The expressions for the moments are: 
Hod zontal member 
End of the effective clear span 
MHl = ..:~~2 {l - al[ 1 + 3~2 - cc~ - 3cc1c3 + 
2 2 2 2 1 
+ 1.5(c2 - cv) - ~ .5(c3 - cv>]1 
Midspan 
Verti calrT\ember 
2 
MB=W( + M' 
H2 8 Hl 
End of the effeeti ve e I ear span 
Midspan 
2 2 
ewe1 f( MV2= 8 + M'11 
(20) 
(21 ) 
(22) 
(23) 
The quantIty aU, the distribution factor for the vertical member, is given by the equation: 
3 
'h If c h 
I / c 1 f +1 hi( = 31 + 3 v C
v 
c1 ch 
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(24) 
Equations (20) through (23) for a culvert section with haunches compare, respec-
tivelYt with equations (16) through (19) for a culvert section without haunches. They differ 
from each other only in the value of the distribution factor, Of and in the presence of the terms 
1.5(c; -c~) and 1.5(c; - c~). The additional terms appear in the equations because of the 
asymmetry of the infinitely stiff portions shown in Fig. 6b .. The moments about point A of the 
load acti ng on the di fferent portions are thus not equal and opposi te, as was the case for a 
culvert section without haunches, Fig" 5b. The contribution of these two terms to the value of 
the moment is rather smal I, since they are the di fferences between the squares of two quantities 
which are always less than unity. On the other hand, the value of 0 8 for a section with 
haunches is considerably different from the value of ex for a section without haunches, and 
these two values should not be confused. 
G i venacu Ivertsection with symmetrical haunches, the fi rst step for the computa-
tion of moments is the determination, by means of either of the rules mentioned in Section 7(a), 
of the values of the effective clear spans in both directions, f ande1 f. The values of the 
constants for use in equations (20) through (24) are then easi Iy found from these effective spans, 
and from the dimensions of the section .. 
(c) Approximate Method for Computing Moments in a Culvert with Identical 
Haunches at all Corners 
From the geometry of Fig. 6a, the following relationships can be established: 
a 
c =c [1 + 2 ...::!.. (a . - n )] 2 v ah h h 
(25) 
25 
ah 
c == c [1 + 2 - (0 - n )] 3 h a v v (26) 
v 
It can be noted from the above equations that for a given size of haunch, deter-
mined by the constants a h and av' and for a given rule to determine the effective clear spans, 
the values of c2 and c3 are directly proportional to Cv and ch' respectively. Newmarkvs rule 
for values of a
v 
and a h less than unity can be written as follows (see Fig. 2): 
Hod zontal member 
(27) 
Vertical member 
1 2 
n =0 --0 
v v 2 v (28) 
Substituting the values of nv and nh from equations (27) and (28) into equations (25) 
and (26), yields: 
(29) 
(30) 
and for this case, equation (24) for 0 9 reduces to equation (14), or 
a == all 
If the above equation is substituted into equations (20) through (23), and if the 
terms 1.5(c~ - c~) and 1.5(c~ - c~) are neglected, these equations reduce to the corresponding 
equations (16) through (19) for the culvert section with no haunches, and the corresponding 
moments can then be easily obtained by means of the charts in Appendix A. 
In summary, neglecting the contribution to the moments of the small terms 
1 .5(c~ - c~) and 1 .5(c~ - c~), and provided that the val ues of a v and 0h that defi ne the si ze 
of the haunch are smaller than unity, the moments in a culvert section with identical haunches 
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in all four corners can be obtained by means of the charts presented in Appendix A. However, 
the values of c2 and c3 for use with the charts are now given by equations (29) and (30), the 
quantity f represents the effective clear span as determined by Newmark's rule, and the constant 
c1 is the ratio of the effective clear span in the horizontal direction to the effective clear span 
in the verti cal direction. 
Since the two terms that are neglected are rather small, it is believed that the 
values of the moments obtained in this manner are never too far from the values obtained if the 
more exact equations (20) through (23), are used. 
ilL STRENGTH CHARACTER~ST~CS AND RECOMl\AE D FACTORS OF SAFETY 
90 Introduction 
When a reinforced concrete member having stee I percenfage to 
concrete strength is loaded in bending, or in bending with moderate amount~ of axial loade the 
first stage of failure occurs when the tension reinforcement I"0"'I1"",14l,,,,,,,, it~ eld point'. Beyond this 
5 t a geT the resisting moment increases slightly whi Ie the defl=/r'r"'-''' or i ncreos;€s at a 
relatively rapid rate, until the ultimate flexural capacity is Ir=.·",,.-','C"""''''' 
compression zone crushes at a limiting strain. This mode of failurre is; 
indicating that the capacity of the member is controlled by the 
On the other hand, for members with relatively high rati05J of 
concrete the 
as flexural tension tV 
the nforcem snt. 
to moment&, and/or th 
high ratios of steel percentage to concrete strength, the ultimate flexural capacity of the 
member corresponding to crushing of the concrete may be reached before the tensile reinforce-
ment reaches its yield point. This mode of failure is more brittle than a flexural tension failure, 
the deformations being much smaller, and is denoted as flexural compression ll indicating that the 
capacity of the member is controlled by the compression in the concreteD The boundary between 
these two modes of failure is the so-called balanced failureB' in which the tensile steel reaches 
its yield point at the same time as the concrete crushes at a limiting straino 
While the flexural strength of members can be predicted with a reasonable degree 
of precision l no reliable andsuffidently general method for predicting the shear capacity of 
concrete members has yet been foundo Aside from other more specific con51iderations, this is 
probably due to the fact that while the flexural strength depend5 either on the yield point stres~i 
of the reinforcement or on the compressive strength of concrete, both of which are reasonably 
well defined quantities§ the shear strength depends to a large extent on the tensile strength of 
concrete§ which is a rather uncertain quantityo 
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I n general! two stages of fai lure can be noted ina member that fails in shear: 
the load at which the first fully developed inclined crack denoted as cracking 
load or cracking load capacity; and the load at whi ch the member fai!~ sheary denoted 
as the ultimate shear capacityo In many cases the member collapses at the formation of 
the first inclined crack ... and therefore the cracking load and ul ~hear caped ti es 
are i denti caL For this reasonu the most important measure of the strength a beam in 
. shear is the cracking load ... since there is no aS5urance that a greater load can be carried 
in all cases. Howeverg for some beam membersu especially 
span to depth, a small but reasonably reliable reserve capm;~! 
Slmal! of clear 
beyond the cracki ng 
load§ and in some instances to be discussed lateru this excess capacity can be considered 
in designo 
The members of a culvert section are subiected to different combinations of 
shear ... bending momentu and axial loado Shear and moment are produced by transverse 
forces! and axial load by forces acting in a direction parallel to the longitudinal axis of 
the members. In culverts of ordinary dimensionsg the hodzontal member Is, ~ubiected pre-
dominantly to transverse forces with relatively small axial forces!? whi Ie in the vertical 
members, the axial forces are more likely to be predominanto The internor vertical mem-
bers of a multiple-celled box culvert are subjected chnefly to axial load or direct com-
pression l with relatively small bending. It can be ~een therefore tho,t the members of a 
culvert section range from tho5Je that are e~sentially beams under small axial load to 
members that are essentially columns with some bendingD 
A member under bending aloneu or under bending with relatively small axial 
loads may fail either in flexural tensionu or in shear!? since the ratio of steel percentage to 
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concrete strength in aeulvert wi II seldom be so large as to make the member fail in flexural 
compression. When the axial load predominates! the member may fOli I in flexural compression. 
In this chapter, expressions are given for computing the strength of members in 
flexural tension, in flexural compressionQ and in she(n~1 The limitations of these expressions 
discussed and factors of safety are recommended. 
In the expressions for either yield or ultimate capacity for members fqiling in 
flexural tension, possible strain hardening of the reinforcement has been neglectedff and 
the stress-strain curve for the steel has been considered to have an indefinitely long flat 
yield region. This assumption is necessary because the strain hdrdening characteristics of 
the reinforcement are seldom if ever known to the designer. In addition it leads to much 
simpler expressions for flexural capacities, which are always on the safe side. For this rea-
song and because of the conservative choice of empirical coefficients, the )Skid and ulti-
mate capacities given by the expressions presented in this chaptet are very close to each 
other, and in fact are assumed to be the same for large ratios of steel percentage to con-
crete strength, 
Since the ultimate capacity of members fau ling in flexural tension is never 
very much greater than the yield capacity! and since between yield and ultimate excessive 
deformations can take place which wi II cause redistribution of moments, it is recommended 
that the yield capacity be taken as the criterion of failure for members failing in flexural 
tension. The selection of this criterion further iustifies the use of elastic analysis for moments 
and shears. 
Since aflexural compression fai lure is more brittle in character than a flexural 
tension failure; since the fai lure in this case is controlled by the compressive strength of 
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concrete rather than by the yIeld point stress of the steel, as is the case for a flexural ten-
sion fai lure; and since the members are under long-time loading; the effective concrete 
strength to be used in the expressions for the strength of members fai ling in flexural com-
pression has been taken as approximately 82 percent of the value used in the calculation 
of ultimate strengths under short-time loads. With this reduction, it is then possible to 
use the same nominal factor of safety for members failing in flexural compression as for 
members fai ling in flexural tension. 
Since the calculation of flexural strength is more reliable than i-hat for shear 
strength l and al.so since a shear fai lure is generally more brittle than a flexural tension 
failure, it follows that the factor of safety in shear should be larger than the factor of 
safety in flexure. However, some reduction in the factor of safety in shear can be allowed 
for members having small ratios of clear span to depth because, as mentioned before, they 
have some capacity beyond the cracking load. In this report, whenever the term IIshear 
strengthtlis used without further qualHi cation l it refers to the strength of the members at 
the cracking road, since for design purposes the cracking load capacity has been chosen 
as the useful shear strength of the member" The reasons for this choi ce have been explained 
in Section 30 of Part 1-0 ). 
10d Flexural Tension Failure 
(a) Calculation of Yield and Ultimate Capacities 
Dimensionless interaction equations for the flexural capaciti es of members 
under bending and axial load failing in flexural tension were derived in Chapter vln of 
Part I (l)o These equations give the di fferent combinations of axial load and moment for whi ch 
yield or ultimate capacity are reached at a given section of a "member, as follows: 
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Ultimate capacity in flexural tension: 
(31 ) 
Yield capacity: 
M M k k 
-y- -~ + (1 - A - 2q k 2k ) (N/bdP) - 2 (N/bdP )2 bd2f~: - bd2fD 1 3 c kl k~ c (32) 
c c 
The symbols M andM represent the resisting moments of the section for no 
o yo 
axial load, at ultimate and yield capacities, respectively, and are expressed in dimension-
I ess form as: 
and 
j<v~ I" 
o l'..2 
-2 :::: q{1 - -k k q) 
bd fD 1 3 
c 
M yo 
bd2fD 
c 
:::: jq 
Other symbols used in equations (31) through (34) are as follows: 
a 
a 
A 
5 
f 
Y 
fD 
c 
M 
o 
:::: of /£0 
· i c 
:::: A /bd 
s 
:::: area of tensi Ie reinforcement 
:::: yield point stress of tensile reinforcement 
::::concrete compressi ve strength obtai ned from standard 
6- by IT-ino control cylinders 
:::: resisting moment of the section at ultimate capacity in 
flexural tension 
(33) 
(34) 
M = resisting moment of the section at first yielding of 
y tensile reinforcement 
b = width of member, or of nominal culvert slice 
d = effective depth of tensi Ie reinforcement 
h = total depth of concrete member 
A = 1 - h/2d = ratio of distance from tensi Ie reinforcement 
N 
to mid-depth of member to effective depth, d 
fraction of the depth of compressi ve zone whi ch deter-
mines the position of the compressive force in the concrete 
= ratio of area of concrete stress block to area of enclosing 
rectangle 
= ratio of maximum compressive stress in concrete at fai lure 
to cylinder strength 
= axial load on section corresponding to either M or M f 
consistent with statics u y 
= ratio of lever arm of internal resisting couple at yield 
capacity to effective depth, in a section where no axial 
load is present 
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For a given section, the values of bu d, Pu f I P f and A are known. The values y c 
of the ratio k2 /k1 k3, and of the quantity i vary over a very small range (specific values are 
recommended in the following paragraph) and can be assumed easi Iyo Also known is the ratio 
of axial load to moment for the section under consideration; this ratio is independent of the 
load level. It can be seen that the equations can be solved then for either M or M ,or N. 
u y 
However analytical solutions are time consuming and limited to particular cases, and graphi-
cal solutions are preferable. 
The ASCE-ACI Joint Committee (4) recommends a value of 0.59 for the ratio 
k2/kl k3° However, throughout this report the ratio has been taken as 0.60. A constant 
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value of i =0085 was found to produce satisfactory results for use in equation (34) .. These 
two values result in accurate and safe solutions that are in good agreement with the avail-
able test datao The value on i = 0085 should be used only for sections having values q equal 
to or less than 0.250 for larger values of qu equation (31) for ultimate capacii')"' can be used 
to give a satisfactory value for the yield capacitYD 
Equations (31) and (32) are applicable only to sections fai ling in flexural 
tension; thatisu to sections having values of q and ratios N/M less than those corresponding 
to a balanced sectiong which would fai I simultaneously by yielding of the reinforcement and 
crushing of the concreteD The conditions defining a balanced section can be expressed in 
terms of a critical value of q, denoted as q Q for any given value of N by means of the 
cr 
following equation which was derived in Section 39 of Part ~ (1): 
in which: 
N 
- bdfD 
c 
== value of the ratio q . = pf /P for which a section is y c 
balanced 
e = crushing strain of concrete 
u 
e == yield point strain of tensi Ie reinforcement 
y 
Equation (35) gives the critical value of q for any value of N and the other 
(35) 
variableso However; for design purposesu it is more convenient to use an expression for the 
value of the axial loadot which the section is balanced. Denoting this particular value of 
the axial load as N b, equation (35) becomes~ 
Nb e 
bdfP == k1 k3 -e-+-u-e- - q (36) 
c y u 
For a given section! if the axial load at failure is larger than Nb, the failure 
occurs in flexural compressions; if the axial load is smaller than Nb.f failure occurs in 
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flexural tension; and if the axial load is equal to Nb the possibi lity of a failure in flexural 
tension is the same as that of a failure in flexuralcompressiono 
€ 
The value of the quantity kl k3 € ~ € is always about 0.5 for the most 
u y 
common values of the variableso However, as mentioned in Section 9, it was decided ~>o 
reduce the contri bution of the compressi ve strength of concrete to the strength of the ~em-
berin compression by about 18 percent, because 0) the concrete is under long-time loading, 
(il) the compressive strength of concrete that controls the mode of fai lure is a quantity less 
reliable than the yield strength of the reinforcement, and (iii) a failure in flexural compres-
sion is more brittle than a failure in flexural tension and thus more dangerous" Therefore, it 
was decided to adopt for design purposes, the for Jowing expression as the limit of applicabi 1-
ity of the expressions for the strength of members in flexural tension: 
As design aids, graphical solutions of equations (31) and (32) are given in 
AppendixB at the ends of this volume, in the form of interaction diagrams which represent 
the different combinations of moment and axial load at which yield or ultimate capacity 
in flexural tension is reached" As can be seen in Plates B-1 through 8-6, the diagrams 
are dimensionless plots having values of M /bd2P, or M /bd2P as abscissasg and values 
u c y c 
of N/bdP as ordinates. They have been constructed for closely spaced values of q, and 
c 
for three different values of ). ~., The ratio k2/kl k3 was taken as 0060; for yield capacity 
i = 0085; and the curves have been stopped at a value of the axial load equal to Nb as 
given by equation (37)p or at a value N = Oe30o 
(37) 
for any specific easel' one enters the graphs with a straight line from the 
origin; having the known slope Nd/M (the ratio of axial load to moment for the section 
under considerationg multiplied by the effective depth, d)o Where this line intersects 
the curve for the given value of q, the abscissa and the ordinate represent}' in dimension-
~ 
less form&, respectiveiYf the moment and axial load at yield or ultimate capacity in flex-
ural tension. If the value of q is not one of those shown in the graphs, linear interpola-
fion between curves gives results close enough for all practical purposeso 
It must be noted that in obtaining equations (31) through (34)" and also in all 
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the expressions in the following sections of this reportu the effect of compressive reinforce-
ment has been neglected. The reasons for doing this were three-fold: (i) the contribution 
of the compressive reinforcement to the flexural strength is rather sma1li (ii) a s~ight mar-
gin of safety is provided by neglecting this contributioni and (iii) if the contribution of the 
compressive reinforcement were taken into account; the expressions would become much 
more complicated~ 
(b) limitations 
(1) Equations (31) and (32) are valid only for sections in which the axial load 
at ultimate capacity is smaller than or equal to Nb = bdf~ (0041 - q)o 
(ii) Equations (31) and (32) are valid only for members unded compressive 
axial loads. Axial tension cannot be consideredo 
(iii) Equations (31) and (32) should not be applied to members having ratios 
of clear span to total depth greater than 120 This limitation is imposed because the effect 
of deflections of the members on the eccentricity of the axial load has not been included 
in these studies. Itis believed that for members with a ratio of clear span to total depth 
of 12 or lessg the influence of the d~flections on the flexural capacity is negligible. 
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(c) Factor of Safety 
The factor of safety for members failing in flexural tension is defined as the 
ratio of the yield capacity to the service load. 
It is recommended that a minimum factor of safety of 2.0 be used for members 
of culverts under deep fills failing in flexural tension. 
This recommendation is in line with those of the ASCE-ACI Joint Committee 
(4) for members subjected to bending and axial load that result primarily from dead loads. 
11. Flexural Compression fai lure 
(a) Calculation of Ultimate Capacity 
As defined in the introduction to this chapter, whenever a member fails by 
crushing of the concrete at a limiting strain before the steel reaches its yield point, the 
mode of failure is denoted here as flexural compression, and the fai lure is controlled by 
the compressive strength of concrete in the member. Members that may fail in this mode 
range from those under axial load and no bending to balanced members in which first 
yielding of the tensile steel is reached at the same time as crushing of the concrete. The 
ASCE-ACI Joint Committee (4) provides for a linear reduction in axial load capacity as 
the moment increases from zero to the value for a balanced section. 
The expression given by the Joint Committee for the strength of a member 
when no bendi ng is present can be wri tten as fo flows, usi ng the notation of thi s report 
N = Dc 85f D (A - A ) + A f 
a c g st st y 
where 
N = axial load capacity when no bending is present 
a 
A = bh= total cross-sectional area of the member g 
A = total steel area 
st 
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The total steel area is very small compared to the total concrete area, and 
can be neglected without appreciable error in the first term of the above equation. 
In the second term, this area can be divided into two partsg the area of steel, 
A , which would become tensi Ie steel if enough moment were added; and the area of steel, 
s 
Am, which would become compressive steel if enough moment were added. In order to pro-
s 
vide an expression for ultimcltestrength which will be continuous over the entire range 
from axial load only to the balanced condition, the effect of the I1compressive lJ steel, A~ I 
S 
has been neglectedo Although this is not entirely correct for members fai ling in flexural 
compression, the error is small for steel percentages of the magnitude required for box 
culverts. Besides, if, as explained before, the contribution of the concrete to the strength 
of the member is reduced by about 18 percent, the Joint Committee equation can be 
written as follows, neglecting A in the term (A - A ): 
s1' g st 
N = 0.70 bhP + pbdf 
a c y 
or dividing through by bdP : 
c 
Considering the axial load to be applied at mid-depth, the total depth, h, 
can be related to the quantity A, previously defined as the ratio of the distance from the 
tensile steel to mid-depth to the effective depth, dg by means of the following expression: 
h 
A = 1 - 2d 
Substituting hid from the above expression into equation (38), yields: 
N 
a 
bdP =] 04(1 - A) + q 
c 
(38) 
(39) 
The value of the axial load for a balanced section as given by equation (37) 
in Section 10(a) is: 
As mentioned previously, Nb is the lower limit for flexural compression fail-
ures and the upper limit for flexural tension fai lures. The refore the value of the resisting 
moment at ultimate flexural capacity for a balanced section! denoted herein as Mb, can 
be obtained by substituting Nb from equation (37) into equation (31). In this way the 
following dimensionless expression is obtained for Mb: 
It is now a simple matter to obtain the equation of a straight line to give 
the different combinations of axial load and moment at which a member fails in flexural 
compression, since equations (39)8' and (37) and (40) define two points on such a line; thus 
M 
N = N - (N - N ) ~ 
a a b Mb 
where Nand M are the values of axial load and momentu respectively, at which a mem-u 
ber fails in flexural compression; and Na'f Nbu and Mb are given, respectively, by equa-
Hons (39), (37), and(40)~ 
At any given section of a memberu the ratio of moment to axial load is known, 
38 
(40) 
(41 ) 
and equation (41) becomes a first-degree equation in No However; it is again much simpler 
to solve the problem graphically by means of dimensionless interaction diagrams. This has 
been done in Plates B-7 through 8-9 of Appendix B for three values of Ao Values of N /bdf F. 
a c 
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from equation (39)" for various values of qg have been plotted on the vertical axis (no 
bending), and ioined to the corresponding values at balanced point, obtained by means 
of equations (37) and (40). These interaction diagrpms are used in exactly the same manner 
as those for flexural tension failures shown in Plates B-1 through B-6. 
(b) limitations 
(i) Equation (41) is valid only for sections in which the axial load at ultimate 
capacity is larger than or equal to,; Nb = bdf~ (O,A1 - q). 
(ii) Equation (41) is valid only for members under cbmpressive axial loads~ 
(iii) As for the case of flexural tensionfailures lI equation (41) should not be 
applied to members having a ratio of clear span to total depth of more than 12. 
(c) Factor of Safety 
The factor of safety for members fai ling in flexural compression, is defined as 
the ratio of the capacity corresponding to an axial load computed by means of equation 
(41) to the servi ce load. 
It is recommended that a minimum fdctor of safety of 200 be used for members 
of culvert sections under deep fills fai ling in flexural compression. 
12. Shear 
(a) Calculation of Shear Strength 
The nominal unit shearing stress at first inclined tension cracking load in 
the members of a culvert sectionu at the point of contraflexure, can be computed from the 
foljawing equation: 
v =. Vpe =11 000 (0.46 + p) (12 + N/V) G 
pc? bd II (19 + fGld) V7iOOO psi 
8 
(42) 
in which: 
v pc 
v pc 
b 
d 
11,000 
p 
Niv 
fU 
C 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
nomi nal uni t shead ng stress at fi rsf i ncl i ned tension 
cracking, at the point of contraflexure; pounds per 
square inch 
shear at first inclined tension cracking! at the point of 
contraflexure; pounds 
width of nominal culvert slice; inches 
effective depth of positive moment reinforcement; inches 
constant; pounds per square inch 
percentage of positive moment reinforcement; dimensionless 
ratio of axial load to shear at first inclined tension cracking l 
at the point of contraflexure; dimensionless 
ratio of span between points of contraflexure to effective 
depth; dimensionless 
concrete compressi ve strength obtai ned from standard 6- by 
12-ino control cylinders; pounds per square inch 
- For culvert sections of ordinary dimensions the critical member for shear is 
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usually the horizontal member. The point of contraflexure is taken here as the point where 
the bending moment at mid-depth is zero. 
As design aidsg graphical solutions of equation (42) are presented in Appendix 
Cj at the end of this volume,o Equation (42) has been solved in terms of the uniform load 
at cracking" W If for a nominal culvert slice of 12 in. Three different values of the ratio 
c 
N!V have been used. For any given value of the ratio f;A17 values of the uniform load 
at cracking multiplied by the ratio .\14000 psi/f Bare obtainedo The curves have been 
c 
plotted on semi -Iogad thmi c paper for greater ease in use. 
(b) limitations 
(i) Equation (42) should be applied only to members under uniform loado 
(ii) Equation (42) can be applied only to members under bending alone 
(N!V = 0), or under bending and axial compression. It must not be applied to members 
under axial tension. 
(iii) For values of rm larger than 6000 psi! the value of v as given by 
cpc
equation (42) should be that corresponding to f n = 6000 psL, 
c 
(c) Factor of Safety 
The factor of safety in shear is defined here as the ratio of the cracking load 
fo the service load. In accordance with this definition, the following factors of safety in 
shear, SF , are recommended. 
s 
(i) For members having (Old ratios equal to or larger than 5: 
SF = 
s 
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(43a) 
(it) For members having (Old ratios smalJer than 5 but equal to or larger than 3: 
SF 
s 
= 
1 fa 
L25 + 4d 
(iii) For members having fOld ratios smaller than 3: 
Sf 
s 
= 
Two main considerations led to the choice of the above factors of safety: 
(0 since the knowledge of shear strength is less reliable than that of flexure, the factor of 
safety in shear should be generally larger than the factor of safety in flexurei and (ii) in 
recommending the factors of safety in shear! the fact was recognized that there exists a 
(43b) 
(43c) 
reserve capacity beyond the cracking load in members with small clear span to depth ratios. 
IV" GENERAL RECOMMENDAT~ONS FOR DESIGN 
13. Suggested Steps for the Design of Reinforced.Concrete BoxCulverts Under 
Deep Fi lis 
From the information in Chapters U and III of this report! it is now possible 
to outline the necessary steps for the design of reinforced concrete box culverts under deep 
fi lis, as fo !lows: 
(1) Size and shape of culvert opening are determined&, usually from hydraulic 
requi rements. 
(2) The service loads are estimatedo They are a function of the depth at which 
the culvert is to be 10Foted and the type of material in the filL Two quantities are necessary 
for the determination of the service loads! the uniformly distributed vertical load! herein 
denoted as WI and the ratio of lateral to vertical load, denoted as !:.i the lateral load is then 
taken as a uniformly distributed load of intensity cvio Ordinari Iy two values of ~ are assumed, 
the smaller one for the computation of the positive moments in the horizontal member, and the 
larger one for the computation of the negative moments. The value of c is seldom if ever 
smaller than 1/3 for deep fillso 
(3) The section dimensions are assumed; that is, the total depths of both hod-
zontal and vertical members" If the cover to be used can be established from the maximum 
size of the aggregats g then the effective depths can be obtai ned from the total depths. 
(4) Having determlned the service loads in step (2) and the\section dimensions 
in step (3)1 the elastic moments and shears acting on a culvert slice of nominal width can 
now be obtained by means of the procedure explained in Chapter 110 In this stepu as well 
as in all those that follow, it is not necessary to take into account the weight of the struc-
tu_re itselfA' since it represents a very small percentage of the service loadsa 
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(5) The assumed depth is checked for shear by means of Eqo (42) or by the 
charts in Appendix C, assuming some average value for steel percentage. The cracking 
load, w I corresponding to the shear, V , of Ego (42) should be equal to or greater than 
c pc 
the service load, w, multiplied by the minimum factor of safety specified by Egs. (43). 
(6) The minimum required steel percentages for flexure are determined by 
means of the interaction diagrams, Plates B-1 through B-9. Since the recommended factor 
of safety in flexure is 2.0, for an axial load corresponding to twice the service loadu and 
knowing also the ratio of axial load to moment at the various critical sections for flexure, 
the minimum values of q, and thus of p, can be determined from the corresponding inter-
action diagrams. The ratio of axial load to moment corresponding to the elastic range 
c an be used for the interaction diagrams, since in all cases the criterion for failure was 
established at or before first yielding of the reinforcement. 
(7) Again the members are checked for shear, using now the steel percentages 
determined in step (6)d If the proper factors of safety exist at all sections the design is 
safe; otherwise the section dimensions or steel percentages are changed and the procedure 
repeated until a satisfactory and economical solution is obtained. 
(8) The various critical sections must be checked for bond, as discussed in 
Section 15t1 and, if necessary I the percentage of stee I or the si ze of the bars used "are changed 
in order to comply with the bond requirements. 
The above steps are intended only as a general guidec An experienced 
designer wi II probably change them or shorten them to suit his taste. For example, it is 
a matter of personal preference whether to check the members first for flexure or for shear~ 
In Section 14, the procedure outlined above is applied to the special case of 
one-celled reinforced concrete box culverts, and some space is devoted to the statics of 
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such cu I verts. In addi tion, the pri nci pi es upon whi ch the procedure is based are emphasi zed 
and illustrated by means of an example, In Section 15iJ the placing and spacing of reinforce-
ment, and bond are discussed. 
The fact that greater emphasis has been placed on one-celled culverts through-
out this report, does not mean that the methods Jor computing elastic moments and shedrs, 
and the expressions for strength cannot be appl i ed to other structures. The method for 
computing moments and shears described in Chapter II 'is one of moment distribution, and 
can be applied to any structure whatsoever6 except that if infinitely stiff portions are 
considered, care should be taken in their selection. The expressions for the strength of 
the members given in Chapter III can be applied to structures other than culverts, provided 
the limitations listed are given full consideration l and that excessive deflection and crack-
ing are token into account. However, the factors of sClfety recommended in this report 
apply only to reinforced concrete box culverts under deep fi lis. 
14. Design of Rectangular One-Celled Reinforced Concrete Box Culverts 
Under Deep Fi lis 
(0) Statics of a One-Celled Reinforced Concrete Box Culvert Section. Shear 
and moment diagrams for a culvert section are shown in Fig. 7. The following relationships, 
useful in the design of one-celled cuiverts l are obtained: 
Bending tv\oments: (lv\oments producing tension in the outer fiber are negative) 
'") 
Horizontal Member: MH2 - MHl = 
W(L 
-8- (44) 
2 
MY2 - MVl 
cwe l ' 
= 8 Vertical Member: (45) 
Axi a I loads: 
Horizontal Member: 
Vertical Member: 
_ cwly 
NH --2-
wLH 
N =-V 2 
For the Horizontal Member: 
Moment Ratio = 
Span between points of contraflexure = fa = ( .JMR 
Wfi 
Shear at the poi nt of contrafl exure = V = -2-pc 
In Fig. 7 the vertical member is shown under negative bending only, the more 
usual case. If some positive bending exists in the vertical member, it is a simple matter to 
write equations for it similar to (48) through (50) for the horizontal member. 
(b) Design Example 
Steps (1) and (2): 
Culvert Opening = 80 sq. ft. 
f = 10ft 
c1 f = 8 ft 
c1 = 
0.8 
c = 0'.33 and 0.5 
Service Load = 7200 Ib/sq ft = 0.6 kips/in. per foot of width of slice 
p = 4000 psi 
c 
f = 45,000 psi y 
wf2 = 0.6 x 14,400 = 8,640 in.-kips 
45 
(46) 
(47) 
(48) 
(49) 
(50) 
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Step (3): 
Assume Total Thicknesses: 
Hod zontal Member 
Vertical Member 
Overall lengths: 
lH = 120 + 2 x 19 = 158 in. 
~ = 96 + 2 x 26 = 148 in . 
. Axial loads Corresponding to Service load: 
c =0.33 c = 0.5 
0 .. 2 x 148 NH = 2 = 14.8 kips, = 0.3 x 148 2 = 22.2 kips 
o 6 x 1 58 0.6 x 1 58 N= ~ =47.4 kips, = 2 = 47.4 kips V 2 
Note that the axial load in the vertical member is the same for any ratio of 
horizontal to vertical load. 
Assume a cover of 2.0 in. throughout, thus; 
Horizontal Member: 
d = 24 in. 
bdf I = 1 2 x 24 x 4 = 11 52 ki ps 
c 
24 - 13 
24 \' = 0045 
error. 
Step (4): 
Vertical Member: 
d = 17in. 
bdfl- '12 x 17 x4 = 816 kips 
c 
= 17 1-7 9.5 = 0.45 
The quantity A Can be approximated to the nearest 0.05 without appreciable 
Elastic moment coefficients can now be obtained from the Plates A-5 and 
A-6 (c =0.33)1 and A-I5 andA-16 (c = 0.5); for c1 =0.81 c2 = 0.161 and c3 =0.22. 
Also from Plates A-5 and A-~ 5 the corresponding values of ~,can be obtained. The spans 
between poi nts of contraflexure, KO, for the hod zonfal member can then be computed from 
Eq" (49). 
c = 0.33 c = 0.5 
Horizontal Member 
2 CbL. Face -- MH1 /w f -0 .. 0220 .... 0.0330 
MH1 (in,,-kips) -190 -285 
Midspan -- MHlw i 001030 0 .. 0920 
MH2(in.-kips) 890 795 
~ 0 .. 824 0 .. 736 
fB (in~) 109 103 
(lid 4.54 4.29 
NiV (p. of c.) 0.45 0 .. 72 
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Vertical Member 
Step (5) 
2 
Colo Face -- MHl /w f 
MVl (ina-kips) 
Mldsp.an -- WV/w i 
, MV2 {ina-kips} 
Colo face -- NN 
-000508 
-409 -439 
-0.0206 -000108 
-178 -93 
It can be seen that the criti cal member for shear is the hod zontal member 
for c =Oo3311 since it has the largest fO /d ratio. Shear is not critical for the verti cal 
memberb' for it carries a much sma] ler load., and the val ues of NNb' even if computed at 
the section of maximum shear at the column face., are very large compared to those for 
the hod zontal member. 
Entering Plate C-l with fOld = 4054~ 
w -/4000 psi/fO = 1037 kips/ino for p = 0.5 % 
c c 
Correcting this value for the actual NIV ratiog the shear capacity iSg 
w c= J .37 x .:¥.;~ = J .39 kips/in. 
The minimum factor of safety in shearb' according to equation (43b) is: 
The ratio w /w = ] .42/0.6 = 2.32 is somewhat smaller than the requi red 2038/1 but 
c 
satisfactory for an initial triaL 
48 
49 
Step (6): 
The critical sections for flexure are the midspan and column face sections 
for the value of c producing the smallest value of the ratio Nd/M. For anyone member, 
the value of c to use is that producing the largest moment, since the oxial IOddu N, and 
the effective depth, d, are assumed to be constant throughout. The computed values of 
the ratio Nd/M at all sections are shown in the following table: 
--
c· ,= 0033 c= 0.5 
:d N M Nd/M N N - M Nd/M N Section ino kips ino-kips 'bdfB kips in. -ki ps bdf« 
c c 
Horizontal Member 
Midspan -- H2 24 1408 890 0040 00013 22.2 795 0.67 0.019 
--
Col. Face -- H1 -- ---- 190 1.87 --- --- 285 L87 - _.,-= 
-- --
Vertical Member 
Midspan -- V2 17 47.4 178 4.53 
--
00058 4704 93 8.66 0~058 
Col. Face -- V1 -- --- 409 1.97 --",- .- 439 1-.-84 -- .... 
--
Using the smallest (underli ned) values of the ratio Nd/M above, and with a 
value of N/bdf e corresponding to twice the service load, that is, to twice the values shown 
c 
above in the example,. the minimum required values of q can be obtained: 
Horizontal Member - Midspan Section 
For Nd/M :;:0040 and N/bdfB = 0.026; q = 0.063 from Plate B-4; 
c 
since fU =4000 psi and f =45,000 psi; P = 0.063/12.5 =0.005, 
c y 
and the minimum required area of steel is 00005 x 12 ,x 24 = 1.44 
sqo i n.j ,\10., 7 bars at 5 in. spacing = 1.44 sq. ino per foot of width 
can .be used. 
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If the culvert is reinforced as shown schematically in Fig. 8p only one other 
determination of steel percentage is necessary, since the negative steel wi II be bent around 
the corner and carried through the vertical member. Using again Plate B-4 for the Ndli.\' 
and N/bdf 0 ratios corresponding to column face sections§, it is seen that a value of q = CaOl 
c 
is sufficient for the negative moment regionso Thereforeu p = 0,,01 /T 2.5 :::; 0.0008; but it is 
recommended that a minimum steel ratio of 000025 be used; thlJS A := 0.0025 x 12 x 24 := 
s 
= 0072 sq. ina.!' and Noo 5 bars at 405 inc spacing = 0~83 sq" in. per foot of width can be 
used. 
The culvert designed above has factors of safety in flexure larger fhan the 
required minimum of 200. It can be seen from the ratio of axial load to moment at mid-
span of the vertical member that this member would fail in flexural compression, but at 
a load considerably higher than for any of the other cross-sections. It is usually advan-
tageous to check the sections of high Nd/M ratios to see whether they have a sufficient 
factor of safety against compression failures. This can be done very simply by using the 
complete interaction diagrams shown in Plates B-7 through B-9. For the example under 
consideration, for the midspan section of the vertical member: 
Nd/M = 8067 
2 x N/bdf 0 = 00 12 
c 
and it is observed from Plate 8-8 (A = 0,;45) that these two lines intersect each other 
at a point well below the shown capacity of the member. However; for low values of 
c and c
1 
u and very slender members this could be the governing section for flexure. 
For very deep culverts having large values of c 311 it can be seen from the 
curves of elastic moment coefficients for horizontal members that there is choice of 
values for c2, for the total thickness of the vertical memberso The smallest reasonable 
value of c2 producing the smallest value of ~ is the more advantageous to use from the 
standpoint of both shear strength and economy in the vertical members. 
Step (7) 
It can be seen from Plate C-1 that the small di fferences in factor of safety in 
shear from Step (5) are not offset by the differences between the assumed steel ratio in 
Step (5) and the actual si zes of the bars used inStep (6) for the mi dspan section eif the 
horizontal member. One solution would be to decrease the spacing of bars in the horizon-
tal member to No.7 bars at 4 in. spacing = 1.8 sqo in. per foot of width. In general, the 
most effective way to raise the shear capacity is to increase the effective depth. In this 
example this was not done since the difference with the required factor of safety in shear 
was rather smal L 
Step (8) 
In the example the critical section for bond is the column face of the hori-
zontal member. Computing the bond stress, UO' as for the 1956 ACI- Code (5): 
u = L V. d = 222 psi 
0 1 
in which V is the shear at column face of the horizontal member at service load; i = 7/8; 
Lis the perimeter of No~ 5 bars at 4.5 inc spacing per foot of width; and d = 24 ina The 
o 
ratio u/f 0 = 222/4000 = 00056 is within the limits recommended in Section 15. 
c 
15. Placing and Spacing of Reinforcemento Bond 
The recommendations in this section are mostly of a qualitative character, 
and are based on the experience obt,ained through the testing of concrete members. They 
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should be followed in the design of reinforced concrete box culverts under deep fills. In 
addition, where no sped fi c recommendations are made in thi s report ff the provisions of the 
1956 ACt Code (5) should be followedo 
From the observations on crack propagation! and from some comparisons made 
between bond stresses at cracking and service loads, the following is recommended: 
(1) None of the negative moment reinforcement should be cut off in a region 
of negative momento All of the bars should be extended to the one-third point of the 
c lear span, or extended beyond the poi nt of contraflexure for a distance equal to ol1e-
fourth the span between points of contraflexure, or 12 bar diameters, whichever is greater. 
(2) All of the positive moment reinforcement should be extended into ~'he 
support as far as possible. In all cases the anchorage length beyond the point of contra-
flexure should be sufficient to develop the tension in the bar at a nominal bond stress 
not greater them 0007f 0 I or 245 psi 0 
c 
(3) Bond stresses computed in accordance with equation (6) of the ACI 
Building Code (5) shouldnot exceed 0007fo or 245 psi" 
c 
(4) The reinforcement ratio should not be smaller than 0.0025. 
(5) The usual practices or requirements for nominal amounts of reinforcement 
to provide for volume changes due to shrinkage or temperature effects should be followed. 
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APPENDIX A 
ELASTIC MOMENT COEFFICIENTS AT MIDSPAN AND COlUM~~ FACE SECTIONS FOR 
ONE-CEllED RECTANGULAR REINFORCED CONCRETE BOX CULVERT SECTIONS 
Graphical solutions of Equations (16) through (19) are presented in this 
Appendix, in 20 plates, as follows: 
c = 0033 c= 0.50 
Value Horizontal Vertical Horizontal Vertical 
of c1 Member Member Member Member 
PLA TE NUMBERS 
0.6 A~l A-2 A-II A-12 
0.7 A-3 A-4 A-13 A-14 
O.S A-5 A-6 A-15 A-16 
0.9 A-7 A-S A-17 A-IS 
100 A-9 A-IO A-19 A-20 
In all cases the elastic moment coefficients are given for values of c2 rang-
ing from 0.06 to 0,,24, and values of c3 from O.OS to 0.36. 
The moments are obtained from the moment coefficients by multiplying by 
the quantity w (2. Moments and moment coefficients are negative when they produce 
tension in the outer fibers. The scales marked with minus signs correspond to negative 
mom~nt coefficients. 
For horizontal members, the moment coefficients at midspan, MH2/w (2; 
the moment coefficients at the column face, MHI /w (2; and the moment ratio, ~I can 
be read from the three vertical scales. The algebraic difference of the positive and nega-
five moment coefficients is always equal to OJ 250, and the moment ratio is always equal 
to eight times the positive moment coefficient at the midspansectipn 
A-I 
Two quantities can be obtained from the plates for vertical members, the 
moment coefficient at column face section, Mvj/w [2 (always negative for the range 
of variables covered), and the moment coefficient at the midspan section. For these 
plates, the value of the moment coefficient at the column face is found from the curves, 
and the corresponding moment coefficient at midspan is found from the reJatio~1shjp shown 
A-2 
at the top of the plates for vertical members. This relationship can be expressed as follows: 
where negative moments are those producing tension in ,the outer fibers. 
M -- M 
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APPENDIX B 
INTERACTION DIAGRAMS FOR FLEXURAL CAPACITY 
Graphi cal solutions of equations (31) and (32) are presented in Plates B-1 
through B-6, and of equation (41) in Plates B-7 through 8-9. 
The ordinates and the abscissas of the interaction diagrams represent, in 
dimensionless form, the values ofaxia'! load and moment, respectively, at which a section 
will reach its ultimate or yield capacities in flexure. 
Three values of A have been used, 0.40, 0.45, and 0.50. The curves of Plates 
A-1 throug h A-6 have been extended on I y up to a val ue of N/bdP = 0.41 - q but not 
c 
more than 0.30, for values of q from 0.01 to 0,25 for yield capacities, and from 0.01 to 
0.30 for ultimate capacities, For values of q greater than 0.25, the curves for ultimate 
capacity should be used to obtain values for yield capacity. 
For any specific case, one enters the graphs with a straight I ine from the 
origin having the slope Nd/Mi that is; the ratio of moment to axial ioad multiplied by 
the effective depth of the section under consideration. The minimum required value of 
q is obtained from the intersection of this line with a horizontal line drawn at a given 
value of N/bdf°b' or with a vertical line drawn at a given value of M/bd
2
fB. In either 
c c 
case, the values of N or M are those corresponding to the service load multiplied by 
the recommellds:l factor of safety. The interaction diagrams can be used also to determine 
the val ues of moment and axi al load at whi ch the section will fail in flexure for a gi ven 
Nd/M ratio and a given value of q. 
If the Nd/M ratio for the section under consi deration is too small and falls 
outside the range of the curves on Plates B-1 through B-6; the complete interaction diagrams 
B-1 
B-2 
,shown in Plates 8-7 through B-9 can be used in exactly the same manner. If the fai lure 
is controlled by tension of the reinforcement, the diagrams for yield capacity should be 
used as a criterion of failure, for values of q equal to or less than O.25j for values of q 
larger than 0.25 the interaction diagrams for ultimate, Plates B-1, 8-3, or 8-5, should 
be used. If the failure is controlled by compression in the concrete, the interaction dia-
grams for ultimate shown in Plates B-7 through 8-9 should be used. 
A failure is controlled by tension. when the axial IOddcorrespohding to the 
service load 'multiplied by the recommended factor of safety is smaller than bdf U (0.41 - q). 
c 
A failure is controlled by compression when the axial load corresponding the the service 
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APPENDIXC 
CRACKING LOAD CAPACITY 
Graphical solutions of equation (42), in terms of the vertical unit load at 
cracking, are presented in this appendix for three values of the ratio N/V, and for a 
nominal culvert slice of 12 in. 
Since V 
pc 
Equation (42) can be wri tren as follows: 
V = Z. bd (11 k· ) (0.046 +p) (12 + N!V) pc 8 . . IpS (19"+ fB/d) 
=w (3/2, and taking b= 12 in., equation (el) becomes: 
c 
4000 psi 
w 
c 
= 23J (ki ps/i no) (00046 + p) (12, + NN) fD/d(19 + (D/d) 
(C1 ) 
(C2) 
where w c is in ki ps per inch for a 12-i n. wi dth of sli ce, f ~ is in pounds per square inch and 
all other quantities are in consistent units to form dimensionless ratios. 
, Equation (C2) has been plotted in Plates C-1 throughC-3 for three values of 
NIV, and for three values of po Givenp, NIV, and fDld, the value of the cracking uni-
form load is obtained, since generally the value of fU is known. It can be seen that the 
c 
values of p and NN have relatively small influence on w . Consequently, average 
c 
values of these variables can be used for preliminary estimates of cracking load. 
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